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Abstract: The evolution of driving technology has recently progressed from active safety features
and ADAS systems to fully sensor-guided autonomous driving. Bringing such a vehicle to market
requires not only simulation and testing but formal verification to account for all possible traffic
scenarios. A new verification approach, which combines the use of two well-known model checkers:
model checker for multi-agent systems (MCMAS) and probabilistic model checker (PRISM), is
presented for this purpose. The overall structure of our autonomous vehicle (AV) system consists
of: (1) A perception system of sensors that feeds data into (2) a rational agent (RA) based on a
belief–desire–intention (BDI) architecture, which uses a model of the environment and is connected
to the RA for verification of decision-making, and (3) a feedback control systems for following a
self-planned path. MCMAS is used to check the consistency and stability of the BDI agent logic
during design-time. PRISM is used to provide the RA with the probability of success while it decides
to take action during run-time operation. This allows the RA to select movements of the highest
probability of success from several generated alternatives. This framework has been tested on a
new AV software platform built using the robot operating system (ROS) and virtual reality (VR)
Gazebo Simulator. It also includes a parking lot scenario to test the feasibility of this approach in
a realistic environment. A practical implementation of the AV system was also carried out on the
experimental testbed.
Keywords: self-driving vehicle; formal verification; model checking; rational agent; decision-making; ROS
1. Introduction
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) sponsored competitions
between 2004–2007 [1,2] presented new results on autonomous ground vehicles that
showed large steps forward in the field. However, the results still primarily address
non-complex driving environments [3]. AVs, which operate in complex environments, re-
quire methods that can handle unpredictable circumstances and reason in a timely manner
in complex urban situations, where informed decisions require accurate perception.
The development and deployment of AVs on some of our roads are not only realistic
but can also bring significant benefits. In particular, they promise to solve various problems
related to: (i) the improvement of traffic congestion, (ii) the reduction of the number of
accidents (iii) automate the parking operation including looking for a free parking space,
and (iv) encourage shared use of AVs to reduce overall fuel consumption [4]. Studies show
that more than 90% of all car accidents are caused by human errors and only 2% by vehicle
failures [5].
Considerable research and development resources are spent in industry and academia
on hardware and algorithms, which cover different challenges such as perception, planning,
and controls. Decision-making while driving is a vital process that needs special attention.
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The primary cause of human accidents comes from incorrect decisions, and there will be
limited benefits in developing AVs that continue to make those incorrect decisions at a
similar rate to humans. Hence, we need to make sure that any decision the vehicle is going
to take has been thoroughly verified.
AVs depend on many sensors to find their way among static and dynamic obstacles;
each of those sensors has strengths and weaknesses. Cameras and LiDARs are usually
used together in perception systems to provide a high level of certainty. LiDAR often
provides excellent odometry, localization, mapping, and range information but with a limit
to object identification. Cameras provide better recognition but with limits to localization
accuracy [6]. A multi-sensor system can provide reliable information for perception in
joined-up software architecture for timely processing of the sensory data in the context of
localization and mapping, planning, dynamic obstacle detection, and avoidance [7].
Intelligent software agents have been in development for the past two decades.
Some well-known agent types are reactive, deliberative, multi-layered, and belief–desire–
intention (BDI) agents [8,9]. The limited instruction set agent (LISA) [10] is a new multi-
layered approach to rational agents based on the BDI agent architecture, which is particu-
larly suitable for achieving goals by autonomous systems.
With the increasing demand for machine learning techniques and advanced planning
and decision-making methods, verification and guaranteed performance of the autonomous
driving process has become a challenging problem. Reconfigurable and adaptive RA-based
control systems are capable of controlling a vehicle in a trajectory to avoid other vehicles
and people [11]. Integration is essential to enable decision-making based on behavior rules
and experience in order to make decisions with foresight and consideration to other traffic
participants. RAs have demonstrated significant robustness in the implementation of vari-
ous applications. However, for real-world critical applications, some safety concerns can
still be raised even after extensive testing, creating the need for an appropriate verification
framework. It is important to note that validation and verification usually needs to be
performed together to check the system. However, this paper focuses on a new verification
framework for the safety of autonomous vehicles.
The testing of systems through prototype development only answers some of the
components of operational safety questions. The best that can be achieved in testing is to
use a representative set of scenarios on real vehicles. Simulations can provide illustrations
of the correct dynamic and social behavior of the AV. However, it is difficult to take into
account rare combinations of events that may arise during the run-time of the autonomous
system. It is unlikely that the designer will think of all potential scenarios to ensure
complete coverage. Formal verification methods try to answer the rest of the questions by
accounting for all the probabilities for a given scenario [12,13]. If accurate dynamical models
are available to represent robotic skills of sensing and action, then formal verification can
rely on a finite interaction model of the vehicle with a bounded model of the environment,
that is based on known characteristics of traffic participants.
This paper describes a novel method for the verification of the decision-making system
of an AV with a proposed architecture that lends itself to verification. We take into account
the computer-based system consisting of AV design and simulation for the new verification
platform. Safety and ease of implementation of the system are the two central themes
in this paper, with the prime focus on the safety aspect. This paper presents a prototype
system of an AV parking lot scenario with the ability to deal with the most vulnerable
traffic participants: vehicles and pedestrians. In general, the level of autonomy of a vehicle
can vary from fully human-operated (level 0) to a fully autonomous vehicle (level 5). Our
vehicle is designed to work at level 4, where it can work autonomously in a restricted
environment until it is interrupted [14].
The architecture of our proposed perception system is divided into four subsystems:
LiDAR-based, vision-based, tracking-classification, and coordinate transformation. The
perception system is used for localization and mapping, including calculating the relative
positions of objects around the AV. The cameras are responsible for object recognition and
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detection of free parking spaces, with the aid of the LiDAR to provide an occupancy grid.
The position of the objects is converted to the camera coordinate system, defining a region
of interest (ROI) in the image space, then it obtains the depth information that belongs to
that object from the LiDAR point cloud.
Most autonomous robotic agents use logic-based inference to keep themselves safe and
within permitted behavior by providing the basis of reasoning for a robot’s behavior [15].
Given a set of rules, it is essential that the robot can establish the consistency between
its rules, its perception-based beliefs, its planned actions, and their consequences. In this
paper, we are concerned with the high-level software components responsible for decisions
in an AV capable of navigation, obstacle detection and avoidance, and autonomous parking.
These logic-based decisions can either be implemented through a rational agent [9,10,16–19]
or through fuzzy logic [20–22] depending on the level of performance guarantee required.
To achieve this, we have established the following stages. First, we have built an
AV system and its environment in ROS [23] and the Gazebo Simulator [24]. Second, we
investigated how a robotic agent can use model checking through the use of the MCMAS
model checker [25] to examine the consistency and stability of its rules, beliefs, and actions
through computational tree logic (CTL) for the RA that has been implemented within the
LISA agent programming framework [10,26]. Third, we have formally specified some of
the required RA properties through probabilistic timed programs (PTPs) and probabilistic
computation tree logic (PCTL) formula, which are then formally verified with the PRISM
Model checker [27] during run-time operation of the AV. Finally, within the proposed
verification framework, which comprises both MCMAS and PRISM verification tools, we
have obtained formal verification of our AV agent for some specific behaviors.
We used Gazebo Simulator in this work because of its full compatibility with ROS, and
the huge support from the robotics community. PTP is a formalism for modeling systems
whose behavior incorporates both probabilistic and real-time characteristics. In PTP, the
location/space is discrete, while time is continuous. It is a good compromise between
computational complexity and accurate mathematical modeling. Efficient verification
algorithms have been developed to verify PTPs.
The development and deployment of these autonomous vehicles will rely on their
situational awareness [28–32]. The vehicles will be required to co-exist alongside vehicle
controlled by humans and this presents a significant problem. Whilst simulation can be
used to explore edge-cases and boundaries of operation this relies on the imagination of the
designer of these systems. Therefore vehicles could look to learn and adapt to situations to
improve their awareness and performance. The application of this situation-based learning
is out of scope for this paper but provides motivation for future work.
Contribution
This work is a continuation of our previous work [33,34] to present a new and complete
verification framework for the decision-making of an AV that combines both the design-
time and run-time verification. The main contribution can be summarized as follows:
1. New verification framework for decision-making of a self-driving vehicle that merges
design-time verification represented by the MCMAS model checker and the run-time
verification represented by the PRISM probabilistic model checker, which provide a
comprehensive approach for the verification of AV’s agent decisions.
2. Design, simulation, and implementation of an AV through ROS open-source physics-
based system for a Tata Ace vehicle. Both the AVs in simulation and experimental
implementation use the same perception, rational agent, planning, and control system
software designed for a parking lot environment.
2. Related Work
Autonomous vehicles have been a major area of research interest for the research
community since the DARPA Grand Challenge, which inspired the development of many
AV testbeds across the industry and academia. An example is the Stanford’s Junior [35],
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which provides a testbed with multiple sensors for planning and recognition. It is capable
of dynamic object detection and tracking and also localization. Other examples are Talos
from MIT [36], and Boss from CMU [37], among many others.
In this section, we discuss some recent platforms and techniques related to our work,
developed for safe self-driving vehicle operation.
In ref. [38], the authors presented a testbed called cognitive and autonomous test (CAT)
vehicle, which is comprised of a simulation-based self-driving vehicle, with a straight-
forward transition to hardware-in-the-loop testing and execution, to support research in
autonomous driving technology. The idea is to support researchers who want to demon-
strate new results on self-driving vehicles but do not have an access to a physical platform
to mimic the dynamics of a real vehicle in the simulation and then provide a seamless tran-
sition to the reproduction of use cases with hardware. The Gazebo Simulator utilizes ROS
with a physics-based vehicle model, including simulated sensors and actuators. Gazebo
comes as a default simulator with ROS and is a physics-based simulator that has also
been used in our work. Gazebo is not the only option that is available to design and test
self-driving vehicles. Other simulators include CARLA [39], which has been developed to
support the development, training, and validation of autonomous urban driving systems.
CARLA is also compatible with ROS and supports flexible specification of sensor suites
and environmental conditions. Another simulator that is also useful to develop and test
self-driving vehicles is LGSVL [40], which is a multi-robot AV simulator. It has been de-
signed as an open-source simulator based on the Unity game engine to test autonomous
vehicle algorithms. LGSVL also supports ROS where it helps to connect the simulator to a
physical platform for tests.
Self-driving vehicles use a perception system to perceive the environment. Sensor
fusion is used to bring together inputs from multiple radars, LiDARs, and cameras to
form a single model or image of the environment around a vehicle. The resulting model
is more accurate because it balances the strengths of the different sensors. In ref. [41], the
researchers developed a perception fusion architecture based on the evidential framework
to solve the detection and tracking of moving objects problem by integrating the composite
representation and uncertainty management. They tested their fusion approach with
a physical testbed from the interactive IP European project, which includes three main
sensors: camera, LiDAR, and radar by using real data from different driving scenarios
and focusing on four objects of interest: pedestrian, bike, car, and truck. The sensor fusion
provides necessary information for different parts of the autonomous driving system, such
as simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and planning, which include both path
planning and motion planning.
Other methods in the literature include the distance sensor-based parking assistance
system, which recognizes an empty space using ultrasonic and LiDAR sensors as explained
in refs. [42–44]. The problem with this system is that it will recognize a free space as a
parking slot when the space is equal to the width of the vehicle is detected, even if the
space is not a parking slot. This method is usually applied to a parking assistance system
where the driver can determine a parking space. However, it is not compatible with a fully
autonomous parking system, where the system judges a parking space and moves the car.
The around view monitoring (AVM) [45] can compensate for the disadvantages of
distance-sensor-based detection as it can detect parking spaces based on parking slot lines
instead of empty spaces. However, a false-positive (FP) can be detected from shadows
and 3D objects, or the parking slot lines may be occluded by a nearby vehicle. Hence, the
researchers proposed a probabilistic occupancy filter to detect parking slot lines. This filter
uses a series of AVM images and onboard sensors to improve the occlusion problem and
reduce the false-positive from other objects. However, this method still not very accurate
and could mislead the AV in some cases.
The main topic we discuss in this paper is the verification of decision-making for our
self-driving vehicle. This area of research has received more attention in the last few years
as the complexity of the autonomous software has increased while the safety and feasibility
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of these decisions have been under investigation due to series of fatal incidents that
occurred with these autonomous systems as listed in ref. [46]. In ref. [19], the authors show
how formal verification can contribute to the analysis of these new self-driving vehicles.
An overall representation for vehicle platooning is a multi-agent system implemented
within the GWENDOLEN agent programming language in which each agent captures
the “autonomous decisions” carried out by each vehicle. They used formal verification to
ensure that these autonomous decision-making agents in vehicle platoons never violate
any safety requirements. The authors presented a method to verify both the agent behavior
using Agent Java PathFinder (AJPF) and the real-time requirement of the system using the
Uppaal model checker where the system is represented as timed automata.
In ref. [47], Fernandes et al. modeled an AV with a rational agent for decision-making.
To achieve this, they have established the following stages. First, the agent plans and
actions have been implemented within the GWENDOLEN agent programming language.
Second, they have built a simulated automotive environment in the Java language. Third,
they have formally specified some of the required agent properties through LTL formulae,
which are then formally verified with the AJPF verification tool. Finally, within the model
checking agent programming language (MCAPL) framework they have obtained formal
verification of the AV agent in terms of its specific behaviors and plans.
In ref. [48], Giaquinta et al. presented probabilistic models for autonomous agent
search and retrieve missions derived from Simulink models for an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) and they show how probabilistic model checking using PRISM model checker has
been used for optimal controller generation. They introduced a sequence of scenarios
relevant to UAVs and other autonomous agents such as underwater and ground vehicles.
For each scenario, they demonstrated how it can be modeled using the PRISM language,
give model checking statistics and present the synthesized optimal controllers.
In our work, our system is different in the following aspects: we focused on adapting
and developing different techniques and methods that contribute towards the design of a
safe self-driving operation. We used ROS to design the main system functions such as the
perception and control subsystems. We used a similar method presented in ref. [38] where
the system built-in ROS supports hardware-in-the-loop. The difference is that our ROS
system was designed to satisfy the needs for our testbed—the TATA ACE electric vehicle.
Further, it provides additional functions to connect to the main decision-maker onboard
and the verification system. This represents a modular overall system that supports adding
more subsystems when needed.
For the perception system, we used a similar set of sensors usually used by others,
where this is represented by a stereo camera, mono-cameras, and LiDAR. The combination
of this set provides sufficient data to perceive the vehicle’s surroundings. The perception
system is presented in Section 4.
We tested our system for autonomous parking scenarios. The AV needs to look for
the attached Aruco markers on each parking slot; this method is used for its simplicity,
reliability, and compatibility with the fully autonomous driving mode compared with other
methods mentioned in the literature. However, this method needs to be supported in the
parking lot by installing Aruco markers on some or all of the parking slots to be used
by AVs.
As we mentioned, this work focused on the verification of the decision-making of
AVs. The novelty of our work comes from the fact that we tried to thoroughly verify the
reasoner and the decisions from multiple aspects to make sure that any decision that could
be made is safe to apply. We applied the verification for the reasoner offline during the
design-time and online during the run-time operation.
The reasoner software has been designed by natural language programming using
software called sEnglish, as explained in Section 5. This method is used for its simplicity
and compatibility with the ROS system and the verification tools. However, this method
comes with some limitations and it is difficult to be used with a higher-level autonomous
system presented in level five autonomy.
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For the design-time verification, we used the MCMAS model checker to check the
consistency and stability of the logic predicates. The PRISM model checker is used to verify
the decisions made by the agent during run-time operation. Details of this method are
explained in Sections 6 and 7.
3. System Overview
A standard AV has a control architecture that incorporates both low-level and high-
level components. The low-level components include sensors and actuators, while the
high-level system components are often responsible for decision-making based on data
provided by low-level components.
Our perception system provides a stream of images and 3D point cloud data obtained
from sensors commonly used in AVs. It consists of eight mono-cameras (three on each side
and two at the back), a stereo camera on the front, and a LiDAR on top that can be shifted
left and right and tilted with a specific angle by the high-level system for better coverage.
The stereo camera in front of our vehicle uses a deep-learning-based object detector that
is capable of detecting different objects, including those that could exist in a parking lot
environment. The perception system can also localize free parking spaces by using fiducial
markers. These data are converted to high-level abstract statements that can be used by
the RA onboard the vehicle. A case study of a parking lot scenario has been carried out to
demonstrate the verification methods and to show the feasibility of our approach.
The AV system in Figure 1 is based on a modular design that makes practical imple-
mentations relatively simple and allows for future updates. The decision agent is central to
the system design. We used the LISA agent paradigm due to its capability to execute actions
based on decision-making to pursue goals while also not being too complicated to enable
verification. The decision process also uses rules and abstractions from future predictions
(consequences of future events) and can re-plan the path of the AV when needed.
Perception system in
ROS
Model of the sensors




decision making in LISA
PRISM
Model of the





Figure 1. Block diagram showing the different components of the autonomous vehicle system in
simulation. Blocks in green and yellow represent the sensing and actuating systems, the block in blue
represents the rational agent that communicate with the verification system (MCMAS and PRISM).
The rational agent (RA) is capable of communicating with the perception system to
sense the environment and instruct the actuators to move the vehicle in a collision-free
path without the need for human support. To achieve this, the perception system builds a
model of the environment, localizes objects around, and keeps updating its model after
each perception cycle. The software agent has rule-based reasoning, planning capability,
and some feedback control skills for steering and velocity regulation. The RA has been
implemented using natural language programming (NLP) in sEnglish [17], as mentioned
in Section 5.
The vehicle in simulation supports a scalable, modular design to ease the imple-
mentation of different system parts and further development. The physics-engine-based
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simulation shown in Figure 2 consists of a model of the Tata Ace electric vehicle shown in
Figure 3, with the same specifications and parameters for the vehicle and sensors.
The AV is based on packages designed with ROS, using Python and C++. ROS
provides tools and libraries for writing perception and control algorithms and other ap-
plications for AVs. With various levels of hardware and software abstractions, device
drivers for a seamless interface of sensors, libraries for simulating sensors, and a visualizer
for diagnostics purposes, ROS provides middleware and interoperability to simulation
software, and the software installation is straightforward. Being a distributed computing
environment, it implicitly handles all the communication protocols. The hardware used
in this work has been selected through experimental tests, a similar set has been widely












Figure 3. Our electric testbed showing the hardware and sensor configuration.
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However, standard ROS packages lack domain-specific requirements for experimen-
tation with a car-like robot. A typical setup of an AV consists of a controller and a set of
sensors tested and mounted to provide sensing modality that provide a complete view of
the environment around the test vehicle. In order to control motion seamlessly, we created
interfaces for control and consistent consumption of sensor data. We had tested the current
state of the vehicle and issued control signals well before the real platform was engaged.
Once algorithms were tested in simulation, they could be implemented in the real vehicle,
and the physical platform was then replaced the AV in simulation. The simulated version
was used as a proving ground for the algorithms, to build confidence in their operation
before transferring to the, naturally more complex, physical system.
We created models of the AV, parking lot, pedestrians, and other vehicles in the
parking lot mainly using the SkechUp software [49] to create 3D models recognized by
Gazebo Simulator.
In this work, we are interested in both design-time and run-time verification; this
process involves the analysis of the system to detect behaviors violating the required prop-
erties. Design-time architecture verification is performed using MCMAS and probabilistic
run-time verification using PRISM. We have programmed a compiler from LISA to build
the models for MCMAS. The latter was then used to check the consistency and stability
of beliefs, rules, and actions of the AV in its environment. When the logic predicates are
inconsistent or unstable, a counterexample is generated to demonstrate the violation and
help developers to correct the system [50]. PRISM is used by the RA at run-time to ask
questions such as ‘what is the probability of success of the current action’ or ‘what is the
probability of achieving the current goal within a time limit’ [27], the parameters used to
estimate the probabilities depending on the driving scenario were, for example, the speed
of the AV, speed of moving objects, and the direction of movements. For example, the
agent can ask what is the probability of success if the AV were to move to a specific location
within a specific period, taking into account the dynamic models (generated by the agent)
of other objects moving around.
Driving in urban environments is characterized by uncertainty over the intentions
and behavior of other traffic participants, which is usually considered in the behavioral
layer responsible for decision-making using probabilistic planning formalisms, such as
Markov decision processes (MDPs) to formulate the decision-making problem in a prob-
abilistic framework. We used a different approach in probabilistic systems represented
by probabilistic timed programs (PTPs) [51] to model the behavior of the AV and the
proposed behavior of the other participants. A detailed explanation is presented in the
following sections.
4. Design and Implementation of Self-Driving Vehicle
The hierarchical system is decomposed into four components, as shown in Figure 4:
The perception system is used to receive information about the environment and feeds this
information to the second stage. Here the agent makes decisions on the suitable progress of
the car towards the destination by rules of interaction and rules of the road. The next stages
are the global path planner and the local path planner, which are responsible for generating
the path of the AV from the starting point to its destination based on the directions and
speed profile set by the RA, then select a continuous motion plan through the environment
to achieve a local navigation task. The last component is the control system that executes
the motion using actuators and corrects errors in the execution in a feedback loop. In the
remainder of the section, we discuss each of these components briefly.





























































Figure 4. Our AV system showing the main nodes designed in ROS for perception, planning, and
control (secondary and supporting nodes are not shown here); RA was designed in sEnglish [17,52],
whereas the verification system was designed in MCMAS and PRISM verification tools.
4.1. Perception System
Modern vision-based detection techniques work by extracting image features to seg-
ment regions of interest (ROI) then detect different objects within those regions. In particu-
lar, the detection of people and vehicles has made significant progress in the autonomous
and assisted driving areas [53,54]. Radar is a robust and invaluable information source for
perceptual tasks; however, the spatial resolution of radar is typically poor compared to
camera and LiDAR. Thus, much recent perception research is focused toward cameras and
LiDAR. We have designed a parking lot scenario in ROS and Gazebo to explain the use of
different sensors as shown in Figure 5.
Detection methods based on mono-cameras suffer in two ways: despite the methods
proposed for moving mono-cameras, fast and accurate range measurement remains an
issue, which is vital for critical object detection in autonomous driving applications. Optical
sensors can suffer from a limited field of view and poor operation during low lighting
conditions. On the other hand, LiDAR is usually paired with the advanced driver assistance
system (ADAS) applications and has become part of the AV perception system because
of the high precision range measurements and the wide field of view that it provides.
The main issue for the LiDAR-based system is that the data from scans do not contain
information that easily allows different objects to be distinguished between, especially in a
dense environment.
Stereo cameras can provide more precise depth data and a wider angle compared with
mono-cameras. However, the detection angles are smaller than LiDAR, and it is also less
precise in providing depth information, especially over the long distances that are often
vital for AV decision-making. The integration of cameras and LiDAR sensors can enhance
fast object detection and recognition performance [41]. This type of sensor fusion system is
known as the classic LiDAR-camera fusion system.
In this simulation-based system, we tried to mimic our approach for the experimental
AV system, where we used a Velodyne VLP-16 LiDAR, one ZED stereo camera, and eight
Raspberry Pi 3 model B mono-cameras (8 megapixels each), The properties for these
sensors are mentioned in Table 1. The LiDAR is connected directly to ROS for point cloud
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data processing. The front-facing stereo camera is connected to the Jetson TX2 running
YOLOv3 [55] deep-learning-based object detection. The mono-cameras use the processing
power of their host Raspberry Pi system for aggregated channel features (ACFs) object
detector of pedestrians and vehicles [56]. Those mono-cameras, along with the stereo-
camera, cover a 360◦ FOV. The camera system has also been equipped with a method
for fiducial-follow that uses Aruco markers to detect the location and orientation of free
parking slots, as shown in Figure 6 (right camera one and two). Along with the occupancy
grid data generated by the LiDAR, the AV is capable of detecting free parking spaces
simply and efficiently. Figure 6 also shows the detection of vehicles and pedestrians, which
is a vital process for normal operation of the AV.
When a known object is detected by one of the cameras, the associated LiDAR measure-
ments are processed for the distance calculation by matching the location of the detected
object with the 3D point cloud data belonging to the same object. Based on the generated
depth map, the position and direction of the object are calculated from the ROI, those
measurements from LiDAR are calculated according to the coordinates transformation.
We used the LiDAR odometry and mapping (LOAM) [57] ROS package for Velodyne
VLP-16 3D LiDAR. This package provides a real-time method for mapping and state
estimation by applying two parallel threads: The odometry thread to measure (at a higher
frame rate) the motion of the LiDAR between two movements and to eliminates distortion
in the point cloud. The second is a mapping thread that incrementally builds the map (at a
lower frame rate) based on the undistorted point cloud, and also to compute the pose of
the LiDAR on the map.
Table 1. Properties of sensors for both simulation and real testbed.
Sensor Type No. of Sensors Resolution No. of Frames/Speed of Rotation
LiDAR 1
3D 16-layer (up to 50 m)-Simulation






Stereo camera 1 Color 1344 × 376 10 FPS
Mono camera 8 Color 640 × 480 6 FPS
Figure 7 shows the map built for the AV current path in the parking lot shown in
Figure 5. The sides of the objects that are facing the LiDAR are shown on the map with
white lines. We added another layer of protection using a cost map function, which helps
the AV to keep an extra safe distance from any object within a specific inflation distance
where this could be set according to the environment type; it is represented on the map in
Figure 7 with the blue lines surrounding the white lines. Finally, the data for the detected
objects and their locations are sent to the RA for further processing.
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Figure 5. Parking lot scenario developed in ROS and Gazebo Simulator to check the proposed system.
The AV is looking for a free parking space in the parking lot and it is navigating among pedestrians
and other vehicles depending on the data coming from the perception system and analyzed with the
rational agent onboard the AV. The information obtained from the perception system is shown below
in Figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6. Pedestrians and cars recognized by the AV using camera sensors. “Right camera 1”
and “Right camera 2” show the Aruco marker detection attached to the parking spaces. This
can be combined with the occupancy grid generated by the LiDAR in Figure 7 to detect the free
parking spaces.
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Figure 7. Data from the LiDAR sensor placed on the top of the AV. The odometry and mapping data
are shown for the parking scenario; this is based on LOAM Velodyne ROS package shown in Figure 4.
The pedestrians and the parked vehicles around have been detected and the system adds an inflation
layer for extra protection from collision.
4.2. Autonomous Behavior
Recent approaches for AVs have used prediction methods in order to avoid collision by
estimating the future trajectory of the surrounding traffic participants. However, real traffic
scenarios include complex interactions among various road users and need to handle com-
plex clutter and modeling interactions with other road users to ensure safety. In the DARPA
urban challenge, various solutions for planning were proposed; most of those solutions
were specifically tailored to the competition demands. Many approaches (e.g., refs. [36,37])
use a state machine for AV to switch between predefined behaviors. These rule-based ap-
proaches need a safety assessment in order to deal with uncertainties. AV with human-like
driving behavior requires interactive and cooperative decision-making.
Other vehicle’s intentions need to be modeled and integrated into a planning frame-
work that allows for intelligent, cooperative decision-making without the need for inter-
vehicle communication. While AVs need the ability to reason the intentions of other
participants, those also need to infer the AV’s intention reasonably. This results in inter-
dependencies and interactions based on the scene and shown behavior without the need
for explicit communication [58].
By simulating the proposed traffic scenario, we can search for a possible best policy
measured against the AV’s cost function, and then the best policy is executed from the set
of available policies for the AV. Possible trajectories can also be sampled, and the reaction
to the environment can be determined according to the RA model.
The AV must be able to interact with other road users in accordance with codes of
conduct and road traffic rules. For a given sequence of road segments specifying the
selected route, the behavior layer is responsible for selecting appropriate driving behavior
based on the perceived behavior of other road users and the road conditions. For instance,
when the AV searches for a vacant parking space in a parking lot, the behavioral layer
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instructs the vehicle to observe the behavior of other vehicles, pedestrians, and other objects
during its movement and let the vehicle proceed once it is safe to go. Since the driving
contexts and behaviors available in each context can be modeled as finite sets, a natural
approach to automating this decision-making is to model each behavior as a state in a finite
state machine with transitions controlled by the perceived driving context as the relative
position to the planned route and nearby vehicles. Finite state machines, combined with
different heuristics specific to the driving scenarios considered, have been adopted by most
DARPA Urban Challenge teams as a behavioral control mechanism.
In the literature, similar approaches have been made by reducing decisions to a limited
set of options and conducting evaluations with an individual set of policy assignments for
each option. In general, the probabilistic representation of system models can be divided
into four main types: discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC), continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC), Markov decision process (MDP), and probabilistic timed automata (PTA). A
typical implementation of learning different driving styles in a highway simulation showed
the potential of the probabilistic approach represented by MDP [59,60]. In ref. [61], the
authors showed an enhanced version of the algorithm and its performance by generating
human-like trajectories in parking lots, with only a few demonstrations required during
learning. A partially observable MDP (POMDP), an extension of MDP, has been used
in refs. [62,63] to integrate the road context and the motion intention of another vehicle in
an urban road scenario.
Our RA and its physical environment have been modeled as a probabilistic timed
program (PTP) model, which is an extension of PTA with the addition of discrete-valued
variables that can be encoded into locations [51], while we used the probabilistic com-
putational tree logic (PCTL) for specification logic [64]. A PTP incorporate probability,
nondeterminism, dense real-time, and data. Its semantics are defined as infinite-state
MDPs consists of the states of the environment and the transition between those states,
which, through the conditional probabilities of the environment, correspond to triggering
of predicates through the sensor system of the AV.
Pre-programmed rules are used to set the relationship between the perception pred-
icates (beliefs) and the available actions. When this combination is verified by MCMAS
during design time, then there will be no space for an unfeasible, repeated, or misleading
action in the agent’s actions list. The advantages of this operation are clearer when we deal
with general real-life driving scenarios that could have a large number of predicates; in
this case, the manual checking of those predicates would be unfeasible.
4.3. Planning System
Planning modules are concerned with vehicle motion and behavior in the perceived
environment. Typically they comprise trajectory generation and reactive control for colli-
sion risk mitigation. They are organized into sub-maps to provide the flexibility of updating
and to handle large environment maps. These are integrated and corrected for changes by
a graph optimization approach with critical landmarks as nodes [65]. The planning system
consists of two different components.
4.3.1. Path Planning
The RA is setting the waypoints to move the AV in the environment. These high-level
commands are sent to the path planning ROS node to generate the route for the AV from
the starting point to the desired destination. The entrance of the parking lot represents
the starting point, and the destination is a free parking slot, which is an unknown place
that needs to be discovered by the perception system while exploring the area. We used
an ROS-based Dijkstra algorithm [66,67] for its simplicity and efficiency. This method
represents the roads as a directed graph with weights represents the cost of passing a road
segment. This process starts with a set of nodes (free space) that the AV can navigate and
assigning a cost value to each one of them, this value is then increased with the next nodes,
and the algorithm needs to find a path with minimum cost.
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After finding the appropriate path, all the nodes in that path are translated into
positions Pi = (Xi, Yi)
T in the reference axes. The outcome is not smooth, and some
points are not compliant with the vehicle kinematics, and geometry, hence the second stage
(motion planning) is necessary.
4.3.2. Motion Planning
In order to transform the global path into suitable waypoints, the timed-elastic band
(TEB) motion planner creates a shorter set of waypoints Pi = (xi, yi, θi)
T within the orig-
inal path planner waypoints. This takes into account, as much as possible, the vehicle
constraints and the dynamic obstacles. Hence the map is reduced to the area around the
AV and is continuously updating. When the path planning node determines the path of
driving to be performed in the current context, then the ROS-based TEB local planner
algorithm [68,69] will be used to translate this path into shorter continuous trajectories that
are feasible for the control system and actuators to track and follow. This trajectory should
also avoid collision with obstacles, detected by the sensors on-board, and should also be
comfortable for the passengers. In case there is an object nearby, then the agent will check
the possibility of collision using the PRISM model checker and then modify the trajectory
when needed.
4.4. Control System
A control system is needed to execute the proposed trajectory of the AV. The move_base
control node operates the AV by executing acceleration, braking, and steering messages.
The control node takes the list of waypoints as input, and target velocities generated by
the planning subsystem. Then sends these waypoints and velocities to an algorithm that
calculates the amount of direction, acceleration, or deceleration to reach the target path.
Via a feedback controller, the appropriate actuator inputs are selected to perform the
intended motion and correct the tracking of errors. These errors generated during the
execution of a planned movement are due in part to the inaccuracies of the vehicle model.
Therefore, the focus is placed on the robustness and stability of the controlled system.
Different feedback controllers have been proposed in ref. [70] for executing the reference
motions provided by the motion planning system.
Running the move_base node on the AV that is appropriately configured results in
attempting to achieve a goal pose with its base to within a user-specified tolerance.
5. Rational Agent Design
5.1. Background
LISA [10] is a reactive agent that uses information from the environment in order to
make a decision. These decisions are based around a set of beliefs, desires, and intentions
that define its behavior [8,71]. Beliefs represent the knowledge derived from sensors to
provide an observation of the current state of the environment. For example, if the sensors
of an AV detect a person, the agent would hold the belief that a human was nearby. Desires
correspond to the long-term goals of the agent. These long-term goals can correspond
to states within the environment, for example, the position of an AV in a parking space,
which the agent will use to attempt to establish in its behavior. Intentions, contrasting with
beliefs, represent short-term goals of the agent, for example, once a person is detected, the
RA will have the intention to avoid that person while they are nearby.
5.2. sEnglish
AV’s decision-making programming is complicated, time-consuming, error-prone, and
requires expertise in both the proposed tasks and the platform. There are many proprietary
design tools in the industry [58,72] that require specialized knowledge. In order to simplify
this process and to broaden the understanding of how decisions for AV actions are taken
by non-experts to understand and verify the system in case of a legal need, such a method
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could be crucial to law enforcement agencies, insurance companies, and lawyers in the
event of an accident to review the program and the reason for AV taken a specific action.
The RA is implemented using sEnglish [17,52] natural language programming. Within
sEnglish, the plans operate over a description of the world, which is captured within the
system and environment ontology and maintained by data from sensors in the world
model. The system ontology provides a simple, translatable description between concepts
that a programmer and end-user would equally understand, such as common nouns, and
those that an agent can use or manipulate, such as variables or pieces of data. In sEnglish,
the agent’s plans are described using English sentences in a structured text, including
conditioning. The meaning of sentences is explained by an sEnglish text using sentences
until further decomposition of meaning reaches the signal processing level when C++ is
used to define the meaning. At this C++ level, no interpretable concepts need to be defined
by the ontology.
The agent takes its decisions relying on information coming from its environmental
model or knowledge base, which is a database regularly updated via sensors and perception
mechanisms, and potential any learned inferences. This database is organized into a high-
level ontology and provides information about the system and especially the current state
of the environment.
Plans are declared by the programmer. Although this makes the agent less creative
at run-time, as the plan library is fixed and not dynamically generated by the agent, this
has significant advantages in terms of fast execution and viable formal verification [73]. In
many safety-critical systems, such as formal verification, the core agent is crucial. Hence,
this kind of BDI agent combines the advantages of deliberative agents with the advantages
of reliability and explainability.
5.3. Mathematical Representation of the Agent
The LISA rational agent definition of our AV will follow [9,16,17] and it is based on
AgentSpeak-like BDI architectures of robotic agents.
A rational agent in LISA can be fully defined and implemented by listing the follow-
ing characteristics:
• Initial Beliefs.
Initially, once the agent is initialized, it will have a set of beliefs about the environment.
These beliefs are referred to as B0 ⊂ F that are a set of literals that are automatically
copied into the belief base Bt (the set of current beliefs) on initialization.
• Initial Actions.
The initial actions A0 ⊂ A are a set of actions that are executed when the agent is first
to run. Typically these actions are general goals that activate specific initial plans set
up by the programmer.
• Logic rules.
A set of logic-based implication rules, L = RP ∪ RB, describes theoretical reasoning
about physics and behavior rules to enable the agent to adjust its current knowledge
about the world and influence its decision on actions to be taken.
• Executable plans.
A set of executable plans or plan library Π. Each plan πj is described in the form:
pj : cj ← a1, a2, . . . , anj (1)
where pj ∈ Pt is a triggering predicate, which allows the plan to be retrieved from the
plan library whenever it comes true. Next the pj ∈ Pt allows the plan to be retrieved
from the plan library whenever the belief base dictates that its triggering conditions
are true; cj ∈ B is called the context, which allows the agent to check the state of the
world, described by the current belief set Bt, before applying a particular plan; the
a1, a2, . . . , anj ∈ A then form a list of actions that the agent will execute.
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The LISA rational agent defined in this paper will follow these rules and is defined:
R = {F , B, L, Π, A} (2)
where:
• F = {p1, p2, . . . , pnp} is the set of all predicates. In practice, this set can be infinitely
large for general driving scenarios, however we are presenting this new approach to
be tested on a specific limited driving scenario, which is driving in a parking lot. With
some modifications and improvements this method could be generalized for other
driving scenarios for future work.
• B ⊂ F is the atomic belief set, the set of all possible beliefs that the agent may
encounter during operation. The current belief base at time t is defined as Bt ⊂ B.
During operation, beliefs will always be changed. This occurs through events so that
at a time t, beliefs may be added, deleted, or modified. These events are represented
in the set Et ⊂ B, which is called the Event set. Events may be based on internal or
external actions. Internal actions are described as “mental notes”. External inputs
will appear through input from a sensor and are called “percepts” as they represent a
measurement of the environment.
• L = RP ∪ RB = {l1, l2, . . . lnl} is a set of implication rules. These are logic-based and
represent a description of how the predicates B can be linked together and interpreted.
• Π = {π1, π2, . . . , πnπ} is the set of executable plans or more formally plans library.
At any time, t, there will be a collection of plans that could be activated. These are
a subset of the complete plan library, Πt ⊂ Π, which is commonly named the Desire
set. A set I ⊂ Πt ⊂ Π of intentions is also defined. This set, l, contains plans that
the agent is committed to executing. Each plan is built up as a sequence πj(λj) of
actions where π(0) is a triggering condition for the plan, and λj > 0 ∈ A provides the
subsequent series of actions that will be carried out.
• A = {a1, a2, . . . , ana} ⊂ F \ B is a set of all available actions. Actions may be either
internal, when they either modify the knowledge base or generate internal events, or
external, when they are linked to functions that operate in the environment.
This completes the definition of the AV agent used. The above list of steps are cyclically
repeated to run the reasoning process of a robotic agent. Part of the agent program is shown
in Figure 8 that has been used to generate PTP models for the AV and the other traffic
participants based on perception predicates, the values shown are tailored to the physical
characteristics of the vehicle.
In the example, the formation of plans is shown for an agent undertaking an au-
tonomous parking maneuver. In this case, eight plans are presented that represent the
agent’s actions; each is represented by a triggering condition. The perception process
represents sensing data that are collected on every evaluation. The ‘ˆ[. . .]’ represents the
evaluation of a belief condition that can be set by an internal event. In this case, both plans
start by evaluating whether a specific belief is matched. Should this belief be matched, a
series of actions is then planned, again any element headed ‘ˆ[. . .]’ shows then update of
a belief, elements shown within square brackets are executable sentences that contain code
defined deeper within the structure which links to actuation.
Plan 1 can be read as follows: if I believe that no free parking space is detected, then I
believe that I need to explore the parking lot. This is then extended by Plan 2, which can be
read as if I believe I need to explore the parking lot, then a set of exploration waypoints
should be generated, and these should be uploaded to activate the drive mode. Plan 3 is
used to capture the condition when a parking space is detected and can be read: if I believe
that I have detected a free space, then I can remove the belief that I need to explore the
parking lot, and I believe I can commence parking operation.
Plan 4 contains the high-level code with trigger for planning this movement: if I
believe that I can commence the parking operation, I should generate a set of waypoints for
the parking and update the drive mode to reflect this. Plans 5, 6, and 7 can be read as two
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pairs; each deals with the detection of an object, either a person or a moving vehicle. In
each case, if it is detected at a distance between 12 m and 6 m then new set of waypoints is
generated to avoid the object, if the distance between 6 m and 3 m, then the drive mode is
switched to a slower mode, and a new set of waypoints is generated; otherwise, the vehicle
is stopped.
1 PERCEPTION PROCESS
2 Monitor the following Boolean:
3 Parking space located.{[],[0,5]}
4 Pedestrian detected.{[],[-2,4]}
5 Generate PTP for Pedestrian.
6 {[I am at global waypoint ],[0,0]}
8 EXECUTABLE PLANS
9 //Plan 1
10 If ^ ~[Parking space located] then +^[Need to explore parking lot.].
11 //Plan 2
12 If ^[Need to explore parking lot] then [Generate exploration waypoints.
]
13 [Update drive mode.].
14 //Plan 3
15 If ^[Free parking lot detected] then -^[Need to explore parking lot]
16 +^[ Commencing parking operation].
17 //Plan 4
18 If ^[ Commencing parking operation] then [Generate parking waypoints.]
19 [Update drive mode.].
20 //Plan 5
21 If ^[ Pedestrian detected] while ^[ Distance more than 3m and less that
6m] and
22 ^[ Object getting closer] then [Activate slow mode.]
23 [Generate object avoidance waypoints.]
24 +^[ Object PTP generated.]
25 [Update drive mode.].
26 //Plan 6
27 If ^[ pedestrian detected] while ^[ distance less than 3m] then
28 [Activate stop mode.]
29 [Update drive mode.].
30 //Plan 7
31 If ^[ moving vehicle detected] while ^[ distance more than 6m and less
that 12m] and ^[ object getting closer] then
32 [Generate object avoidance waypoints.]
33 +^[ object PTP generated]




Figure 8. Part of the agent code used to control the AV.
5.4. Connecting the RA to ROS
The sEnglish agent is natively compatible with ROS. The collection of sEnglish sen-
tences that are set up by the programmer can comprise more complex sentences until
atomic actions are then reached. These atomic actions can either be represented as sen-
tences linked to libraries or native C++ code. The programmer can directly interface
this C++ code to existing ROS libraries; therefore, the agent can be directly linked to the
distributed ROS system.
A recent example of this operation is shown in handling nuclear material [18,74] for a
robot arm. In this case, an sEnglish agent is developed and linked to an ROS network, in
one case controlling a KUKA IIWA manipulator. In another, the agent is plugged into a
different, but compatible drive for a KUKA KR180 manipulator. The only difference is the
underlying drivers, providing an identical interface is provided, typically through topics
and services available in ROS. The programmer can rapidly configure an sEnglish agent to
operate within a distributed network for different applications.
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6. Verification Methodology
In our decision framework, the agent uses model checkers MCMAS and PRISM to
make appropriate and safe decisions for run-time operation. At design time, MCMAS
can check if the logical reasoning system of the agent is consistent and stable [50]. The
set of consistent and stable actions are fed into PRISM to find the most likely-to-succeed
trajectory and action for that moment during the run-time operation.
6.1. Design-Time Verification
MCMAS is a symbolic model checker for multi-agent systems. It enables the auto-
matic verification of specifications that use standard temporal modalities as well as the
correctness, epistemic, and cooperation modalities. These additional modalities are used to
capture the properties of various scenarios.
Agents can be described in MCMAS by the interpreted systems programming lan-
guage (ISPL). The approach is symbolic and uses ordered binary decision diagrams (OB-
DDs), thereby extending standard techniques for temporal logic to other modalities distinc-
tive of agents.
The logical reasoning system in the agent has a set of reasoning rules, which can be
formulated as a Boolean evolution system (BES).
Definition 1 (Boolean evolution system). BES = 〈B,R〉, where:
• B = Bknown ∪ Bunknown is a set of predicates (Boolean variables) B = {b1, · · · , bn},
• Bknown = Btrue ∪ B f alse is a set of known predicates,
• Bunknown is a set of unknown predicates in its initial evaluation that could be determined later
as Bknown (Btrue ∨ B f alse), or continue to be Unknown,
• R is a set of reasoning rules (evolution rules) of the form X → Y,R = {r1, · · · , rm} defined
over B.
In the logical system, a Boolean variable in Bknown usually represents a sensing event,
e.g., a pedestrian comes close (e.g., within 5 m) to a vehicle. A pseudo-Boolean variable
in Bunknown can express a belief, an action, or a consequence of an action, whose value is
unknown at the beginning of a reasoning cycle.
When a guard g of a rule is evaluated to true on a valuation B of B, we say that the
rule is enabled. After applying all enabled evolution rules over B simultaneously, we obtain
a new valuation B
′
. If two enabled rules set a variable to different values in B
′
, then the
reasoning system is inconsistent. Starting from valuation B
0
, we can apply the evolution
rules infinitely and obtain valuations B
1
, . . . ,B
i
, . . . if the reasoning system is consistent.











PRISM is a probabilistic model checker [27], a verification tool for modeling and
formal analysis of systems that present probabilistic behavior. PRISM has been used to
analyze different kind of systems from different domains, such as planning and synthesis,
communication, game theory, performance and reliability, security protocols, etc. PRISM
can build and analyze several probabilistic models including Markov decision processes
(MDPs) plus extensions of these models with costs and rewards.
PTPs is an extension of MDPs with real-valued clocks and state variables. For timed
automata formalisms, discrete variables are typically considered to be a straightforward
syntactic extension since their values can be encoded into locations.
Given a set S, P(S) denotes the power set of S and D(S) the set of discrete probability
distributions over S. A PTP contains a set of state variables and a set of clock variables. The
state variables model the discrete events in the environment and the clock variables model
the time elapse, which is a continuous process. Let X be the set of clock variables. The set of
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clock valuations is defined as RX≥0 = {t : X → R≥0}. Given a clock valuation t and δ ≥ 0,
a delayed valuation t + δ is defined as (t + δ)(x) = t(x) + δ for all x ∈ X . Given a subset
Y ⊆ X , a new valuation t[Y := 0] is defined by setting all clocks in Y to 0, i.e., t[Y := 0](x)
is 0 if x ∈ Y, and keeping other clocks unchanged. We used probabilistic discrete time and
space in this work, hence it is necessary to use clock zones to set the time for each state and
the transitions between states. A clock zone can be defined as a set of clock valuations that
satisfy a number of clock difference constraints of the form: ρ = {t ∈ RX0≥0 | ti − tj . bij}.
Let Zones(X ) be the set of all zones. Given a set V of state variables, let Asrt(V), Val(V),
and Assn(V) be a set of assertions, valuations, and assignments over V , respectively.
Definition 2 (Probabilistic Timed Program (PTP) [75]). A PTP is a tuple of the form: P =
(L, l0,X ,V , vi, I , T ) where:
• L is a finite set of locations;
• l0 ∈ L is the initial location;
• V is a finite set of state variables;
• v0 ∈ Val(V) is the initial valuation;
• X is a finite set of clocks;
• I : (L,V)→ Zones(X ) is the invariant condition;
• T : (L,V)→ P(Trans(L,V ,X )) is the probabilistic transition relation, where:
Trans(L,V ,X ) = Asrt(V)×Zones(X )×D(Assn(V)×P(X )×L)
A state of a PTP contains the valuation of L, V , and X , and written as (l, v, t). A
new state can be reached by either an elapse of some time δ ∈ R≥0 or a transition
τ = (G, E , ∆) ∈ T (l) where G ∈ Asrt(V) is the guard, E ∈ Zones(X ) is the enabling
condition, and ∆ = λ1( f1, r1, l1) + · · ·+ λk( fk, rk, lk)) is a probability distribution over an
update f j ∈ Assn(V), clock resets rj ⊆ X and a target location lj ∈ L.
When the agent starts a reasoning cycle, it will obtain a set of actions that can be safely
applied, given the characteristics of the vehicle and measurement of the environment. This
set of actions is predefined in the agent code during the design stage. If the set contains
more than one action, then we use PTP to find the most suitable action for the AV to take.
The most suitable action is the one that will not cause a collision, also compatible with
the driving rules predefined for the agent, and will ultimately participate in reaching the
destination in a shorter time and path can be considered as a safe action to apply, all of
these parameters will be thought of by the agent and checked by the verification system
while driving to make sure it is safe to apply. A PTP models the dynamic and uncertain
physical environment containing the AV itself and other static or moving objects, such as
pedestrians and other vehicles.
7. Verification of Decision-Making
This section presents an example of a parking lot scenario, where the AV is searching
for a free parking space. During this process, the RA will continuously monitor the road
users in its environment and decides its actions and trajectory based on the data from the
perception system. The RA then checks all the probability of success of the intended actions
before any execution using PRISM model checker.
MCMAS is used to verify (during design time) the beliefs, rules, actions, and their
consequences that need to be considered within zone 1 and 2 of the AV, as shown in
Figure 9. We used a limited set of rules and predicates for the parking lot scenario for proof
of concept; real-life driving scenarios will need more rules and predicates to determine the
proper behavior of the AV.
The AV needs to build a feasible trajectory and to maximize the distance from the
objects around a suitable cost-map. The movements of the traffic participants are usually
amenable to a probabilistic model based on the environment situation. A trajectory for a
pedestrian walking in a parking lot is estimated by a prediction method [76,77], also ac-
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counting for previously collected data sets in similar scenarios, e.g., Ref. [78]. A pedestrian
may keep walking at the same speed if there is a car passing nearby or could reduce the
speed, stop, or change the path; the same idea can be implemented for car drivers taking
into account the vehicle dynamics.
In this work, the agent generates probabilistic behavior models for the non-stationary
objects based on the observed situation and from previously recorded behavior of pedestri-
ans and drivers in real-life scenarios. The method used for trajectory prediction has been
combined with prior statistics for better estimation of the object’s behavior. The verification
system will take into consideration probabilities for the moving objects, verifying the
intended actions against them using the PRISM probabilistic model checker, to select the
most likely-to-succeed action for execution. The agent keeps updating the probabilistic
models of the dynamic objects and sends it to an onboard PRISM in each reasoning cycle
of the agent.
This operation is repeated as long as there are no objects within zone 1 of the AV
shown in Figure 9, If there is any moving object within zone 2, then the AV will halve the
speed. As soon as one of the moving objects comes across zone 1, then the AV will stop
based on pre-programmed rules.
7.1. Design Time Verification in MCMAS
Here we define three sets of predicates: sensing abstractions, future events consequences,
and actions, as listed below. The operational logic of the RA is restricted to the parking
lot scenario. The RA will choose its decisions based on the sensory abstractions and a set
of rules, as shown in Figure 10, those rules determine the best action to be carried out
by the AV based on the sensing abstractions and the possible future event consequences.
MCMAS is used to compute with the resulting Boolean evolution system to verify the
logical stability and consistency of those predicates.
The number of those rules could rapidly increase depending on the driving scenario
and the environmental situation. While it is challenging for the designer to check that there
is no conflict between them manually for this simple case study, it will be even harder
when taking into account other general driving scenarios.
1. The sensory abstractions of moving objects (Zone 1/outside the trajectory of the
AV) are:
• SONO1: pedestrian detected.
• SONO2: car detected.
• SONO3: object detected.
2. The sensory abstractions of moving objects (Zone 1/outside the trajectory of the AV
but predicted to come across) are:
• FSNE1: pedestrian detected.
• FSNE2: car detected.
• FSNE3: object detected.
3. The sensory abstractions of moving objects (Zone 1/within the trajectory of the
AV) are:
• SON1: pedestrian detected.
• SON2: car detected.
• SON3: object detected.
4. The sensory abstractions of moving objects (Zone 2/outside the trajectory of the AV
but predicted to come nearer) are:
• FSFE1: pedestrian detected.
• FSFE2: car detected.
• FSFE3: object detected.
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5. The sensory abstractions of moving objects (Zone 2/within the trajectory of the
AV) are:
• SOF1: pedestrian detected.
• SOF2: car detected.
• SOF3: object detected.
6. The sensory abstractions of moving objects moving fast (Zone 2/outside the trajectory
of the AV but predicted to come nearer) are:
• FASP1: pedestrian detected.
• FASP2: car detected.
• FASP3: object detected.
7. The sensory abstractions of moving objects moving fast (Zone 2/within the trajectory
of the AV) are:
• FISP1: pedestrian detected.
• FISP2: car detected.
• FISP3: object detected.
8. The sensory abstractions for parking the AV:
• PSA: parking space available.
• PSNA: parking space not available.
9. The future events (consequences) for moving objects (Zone 1) are:
• FCN1: pedestrian detected and will be collide.
• FCN2: car detected and will be collide.
• FCN3: object detected and will collide.
10. The future events (consequences) for moving objects (Zone 2) are:
• FCF1: pedestrian detected and may collide.
• FCF2: car detected and may collide.
• FCF3: object detected and may collide.
11. The movement actions available to AV:
• AM1: brake to stop.
• AM2: proceed in reduced speed (2 mph).
• AM3: proceed in normal speed (5 mph).
12. The parking actions available to AV:
• AA1: generate new motion plan for parking.
• AA2: return to previous motion plan.
7.1.1. Predicates Definition
Here we define three sets of predicates: sensing abstractions, actions, and future events
consequences, as listed in Section 7.1. The operational logic of the RA is restricted to the
parking lot scenario. The RA will choose its decisions based on the sensory abstractions
and a set of logic rules, as shown in Figure 10; those rules determine the best action to
be carried out by the AV based on the sensing abstractions and the possible future event
consequences. MCMAS is used to compute the resulting Boolean evolution system to
verify the logical stability and consistency of those rules.
7.1.2. Worst Case Mathematical Model
Each rule can be verified by computing the minimum space-time distance of the
evolution of the progress of the oncoming car/pedestrian/object (denoted by E) and that
of the AV (denoted by V):
E : Ec + [vet cos(α), vet sin(α), st], t > tc (3)
V : Vc + [vat cos(β), vat sin(β), st], t > tc (4)
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Which describes the future movements of the environmental object and the AV, re-
spectively. tc is the current time when sensing of E and AV decisions have been completed,
and Ec and Vc are the oncoming objects and the AV position at the time of the sensor
measurement are abstracted, and the decision is made by the AV what to do. We say
that no collision occurs in the worst case if the geometric distance (in 3D) of these two
lines is greater than 1 m for any possible heading angle α and positions Ec outside Zone 1
and Zone 2 in Figure 9. s is a time separation factor defined as s = 1 m/s to make the
dimensions in-space time compatible and used as a scaling factor for time equivalence of
space separation (the smaller s is chosen, the bigger will be the time difference requirement
for two objects occurring in the same place). The validity of all rules in Figure 10 has been










Figure 9. Schematic for the worst case analysis of the evolution rules in Figure 10. The black arrows
illustrate approaching E with its sensing and decision paths extended on both sides of the 3 m and
6 m zones ahead and on the side of the AV (rectangular box).
Figure 10. Sample of the agent’s evolution rules in MCMAS [33].
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7.1.3. Stability and Consistency Check
Computation tree logic (CTL) [79] has been used in the verification of transition
systems to specify properties that a system under investigation may possess. CTL is a
branching-time logic, which considers all reasonable possibilities of future behavior for our
limited parking lot driving scenario. We use CTL to formulate stability and consistency
checks due to the efficient implementation of CTL model checking.
CTL is given by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | EXϕ | EGϕ | EFϕ | E(ϕ U ϕ) |
AXϕ | AGϕ | AFϕ | A(ϕ U ϕ)
Lemma 1. Inconsistency in the belief base can be verified by the following CTL formula:
AG(¬(EXB1 ∧ EX¬B1) ∧ · · · ∧ ¬(EXBn ∧ EX¬Bn)). (5)
Proof. If a system is inconsistent, then there must exist two successor states after a specific
state such that one of them is evaluated to true and the other to false. The formula EXBi ∧
EX¬Bi captures this case for variable bi. The negation ¬(. . .) captures the occurrence of
inconsistency through bi. Operator AG formulates that inconsistency does not occur in
any state, and we do not need to consider unknown valued variables as they cannot be
assigned to unknown during evolution.
The Boolean evolution system is consistent in case the above formula evaluated
to true.
Lemma 2. The instability problem can be checked by the following CTL formula:
AF((AG B1 ∨ AG¬B1 ∨ AG K1) ∧ · · · ∧
(AG Bn1 ∨ AG¬Bn1 ∨ AG Kn1)∧
(AG Bn1+1 ∨ AG¬Bn1+1) ∧ · · · ∧
(AG Bn ∨ AG¬Bn)).
(6)
The Boolean evolution system is stable in case the above formula evaluated to true.
Proof. For stability, we need that every path ends with a stable state, where unknown
variables will not change their values anymore. Therefore, the unknown variable bi will
hold one of three cases AG Bi, AG ¬Bi, or AG Ki in the stable state. The latter means that
the known variable cannot take value unknown during the evolution, and the unknown
variables cannot take value known. Thus, they will not be considered in the CTL formula.
AF means that eventually a stable state will be reached.
Consistent rules cannot generate contradictory conditions throughout the whole
reasoning process, which means that at no time, a predicate can be assigned to true and
false simultaneously. Stable rules make the reasoning process terminate in finite steps. In
another word, a stable evaluation is reached eventually such that this stable evaluation
is obtained by extending the reasoning process one step further. The detailed proofs of
those lemmas are illustrated in our previous work [33,50]. Table 2 below is showing the
properties of the verified system.
Table 2. Properties of the verification of the agent logic during design-time in MCMAS model checker.
Execution Time in (s) Number of Reachable States BDD Memory in Use Peak Number of Nodes
0.038 1,052,670 6,641,468 16,352
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7.2. Run-Time Verification in PRISM
Probabilistic decision-making and threat-assessment methods assign probabilities to
different events, e.g., how likely it is to collide with another object in the next few seconds
given some assumptions on uncertainties. However, when assumptions are violated (e.g.,
pedestrian walks/runs faster than anticipated) then sensors onboard will detect the speed
of moving objects in real-time. When necessary, the vehicle will stop depending on speed
measurements for the AV and other objects, and will deal with a pedestrian running
towards the AV as a possible threat. The vehicle will stop if the pedestrian is within a
specific distance from the driving path of the vehicle to avoid collision.
Figure 11 illustrates the proposed scenario for the AV in terms of trajectory generation
based on the possible behavior of other objects around where the AV is moving forward
looking for a free parking space, at the same time, a pedestrian and a vehicle (P2, V1) is
moving towards the AV, another pedestrian (P1) standing in position (x = 3.5 m, y = 4 m)
from the vehicle in relative coordinates. The RA will generate PTP models for the two
traffic participants and also for the AV to find the best trajectory and speed under the
current circumstances. The RA will keep updating the PTP models with every reasoning
cycle (100 ms) and verifying those PTPs using PRISM model checker.
Because the object (P1) is not moving and it is outside (zone 2), also not in the same path
of the AV, hence the agent will ignore it, and the AV will continue moving at the same speed
(5 mph). However, if the pedestrian (P1) entered (zone 2), then the AV will reduce the speed
according to sensory abstraction (SOF1) and action (AM2). For demonstration purposes, we
discretized the trajectory by one meter apart. We also discretized the possible pedestrian’s
and vehicle’s trajectories. While in the implementation, the RA is getting these data




Figure 11. A driving scenario in simulation.
For the agent to build a meaningful PTP model while the AV is moving, it has been
formerly equipped with a possible probabilistic behavior for both pedestrians and drivers
in such an environment. Usually, when a pedestrian notices an oncoming vehicle, they may
slow down with a high probability. The pedestrian may also choose to stop at some point or
even change the lane to a safer one, it is also common that the pedestrian may be distracted
by something, e.g., using a mobile device, and hence, does not notice the AV. If this is the
case, the pedestrian continues to walk at the average speed. The last case could be included
in the generated model of the traffic participants using methods explained in [80]. While
there are some similar probabilities for the driver with limits to the dynamic movements of
the vehicle, the driver may decide to continue driving the same speed, reduce the speed,
or to stop in order to give a chance for the AV to pass easily. From the above scenario in
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Figure 11, we can see that the vehicle and the pedestrian are in the same horizontal line,
and this gives a small gap for the AV to pass through.
To simulate a realistic scenario, and to equip the RA with the possible behavior of
pedestrians and drivers, we recorded some data and objects behavior manually for parking
lots, and we used JAAD dataset [81] for pedestrians and drivers reactions to vehicles
around them in different scenarios. A next step implementation would be to equip the
agent with probabilistic behavior prediction method, e.g., Refs. [82,83] instead of the
limited approach adopted in this work.
Generating PRISM Models from the Agent Code
We designed a translator that works as an Eclipse plugin (part of the sEnglish system
environment) to translate the agent reasoning code to PTP models that can be verified by
PRISM; it is a direct text processing algorithm in C++ that can run in a few milliseconds
(hence its time is neglected). The agent will also translate the properties of the models in
PCTL and the query of questions the agent needs to ask. As soon as the equivalent PTP
models verified, then the agent will know about different properties expressed in PCTL. A
Boolean variable for each belief is defined, and transition probabilities are taken from the
probability distributions defined in the sEnglish code.
7.3. Verification Example of a Parking Scenario
As mentioned before, all the possible states of the system can be explored during
formal verification, including some extreme cases that may be difficult to discover during
testing. A general parking scenario will be presented here to illustrate the use of the RA
predicates (sensory abstractions, beliefs, actions, and future event consequences) designed
for this case study: we have defined two regions around the AV for safety purposes
depending on the direction of movement, as shown in Figure 9, assuming the AV is moving
forward, as soon as the AV detect an object within (6 m) in front or (2 m) any other side
represented by (zone 2), the AV will slow down from average speed of (5 mph) to (2 mph),
as soon as this object become within (3 m) from the front of the AV or (1 m) from any
other side represented by (zone 1), the AV will stop. Here it is essential to mention that the
experimental AV has been equipped with a means of communication with other pedestrians
and drivers using audio to prevent a deadlock state when the AV stop and wait for others
to move and vice versa, the AV will play a voice to say to others that “you are free to move
and the AV will wait for you”. We have defined further details for the AV to deal with
the traffic participants around by calculating the speed of those objects using the LiDAR
sensor. Assuming there is an object moving fast towards the AV, as soon as this object enter
(zone 2) the AV will stop instead of slowing down, this will give more time for the other
object (running pedestrian or fast-moving car) to reduce their speed, change direction, or
to stop, and this will reduce or eliminate any possible collision.
A simple proposed example of how the agent chooses its actions is as follows: based
on the scenario in Figure 11, a car (V1) is coming in the opposite direction to the AV from
a distance of (8 m) and the driver starts to slow down when they notice another vehicle
coming, the AV is moving at its average speed and building its trajectory based on the
map and the moving objects around. As soon as the other vehicle (V1) enters (zone 2),
the sensing event (SOF2) from Section 7.1 will be activated, and this will activate the
future event (FCF2) then this will trigger action (AM2), which leads to slow down. In the
meanwhile, the walking pedestrian (P2) enters (zone 2), sensing event (FSFE1) is triggered
and this may lead to collision according to a future event (FCF1), the AV here will not take
any further action because it is already working in reduced speed. However, as soon as
the car or the pedestrian or both enter (zone 1) (SON2 or FCNE1 or both), future events
(FCN1 or FCN2, or both), this will trigger the action (AM1) to execute stop action. All the
stationary parked cars in the parking lot will not be considered as a threat because they are
not in the proposed path of the AV, and they are not moving.
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The regulation for the speed of vehicles in a parking lot is limited to (10 mph), based
on this and for safety reasons and prototype development we set the speed of our AV to be
(5 mph) in case of no moving objects within (zone 1 and 2). As mentioned, both the RA
and the planning system will send control commands to the move base system to set the
movements of the AV. However, actions such as (AA1 and AA2) have a pre-programmed
sequence for performing a parking maneuver, as shown in the video link we referred to in
the abstract. In case there are two or more rules in conflict with each other, MCMAS will
present this case by a counterexample showing how the inconsistency is reached. Further,
it cannot be the case that two different actions are activated at the same time.
For the run-time verification, the initial PTP model generated by the RA for the AV’s
trajectory is shown in Figure 12. We use a relative coordinate system considering that the
LiDAR position on the top of the AV is the center of the coordinates at any time, knowing
that the RA is taking the dimensions of the AV into calculations while processing. In this
example we will refer to the coordinates of the participants according to a fixed moment at
a particular time interval (x1, y1) to represent the coordinates of the AV, (x2, y2) for object
(P2), the (x3, y3) for object (V1). The (C) letter in the PTP models represents the clock, which
will be counting and resetting with every transition. The complexity of solving PTPs with
two or more clocks is EXPTIME-complete. Our previous work [64] shows experiments on
several complex models and properties and the results are promising.
Figure 13 shows the PTP model for the pedestrian’s possible behavior. For this
example, we assume that the average speed of the pedestrian is near the speed of the AV
inside the parking lot. The pedestrian may prefer to stop after noticing the AV with the
probability of (0.1) or to stop later when the distance became critical. We assume that the
pedestrian will keep walking in the same lane with a probability of (0.6), they could also
decide to change the lane and walk behind the moving car (V1) for more safety with a
probability of (0.3). In both cases, the pedestrian may prefer to walk at the same speed or
to reduce it with some probabilities, as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the possible PTP model for (V1). We assumed that the driver might
notice the AV and decide to stop with probability (0.1). With a probability of (0.6), the driver
may decide to slow down, or may prefer to continue the same speed with a probability
of (0.3). The RA will then modify the AV’s PTP model according to the newly generated
behavior model of the other objects around.
Note that the parameters used to generate the PTP models, such as the speed and
probability, may not reflect the exact behavior of the AV, P2, or V1. The RA is building those
PTPs based on the location, speed, and direction of the moving objects. In general, this
framework will help to predict a possible behavior for the different objects around, then to
verify the current trajectory/action for the AV against the possible trajectory/action of the
nearby objects, and this will help in reducing the possibility of collision. More accurate
PTP models could be generated after collecting more behaving data through real tests.
To avoid any possible collision, we require that the pedestrian and/or the vehicle is at
least (1 m) away from the AV. This can be represented by the following expression:
φ ≡ (x1 − x2)
2 + (y1 − y2)
2
>= 1. (7)
φ ≡ (x1 − x3)
2 + (y1 − y3)
2
>= 1. (8)
where (x2, y2), represent the coordinate of the pedestrian, (x3, y3) is the coordinate for the
car. As PRISM cannot deal with real numbers, we multiply the distance by 2 (we partition
the distance by 0.5 m. Therefore, the location would have values such 0.5 and 1.5 m, by
multiplying it by 2, we obtain an integer). We compute the maximum probability of the
violation of Equations (7) and (8), by the following PCTL property:
Pmax=?[F ¬φ]. (9)
Due to the discretization of the trajectory, the negation of Equation (7) is translated
into the following expression:
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(((x2 > x1 ∧ x2 − x1 ≤ 1) ∨ (x1 > x2 ∧ x1 − x2 ≤ 1))∧
((y2 > y1 ∧ y2 − y1 ≤ 1) ∨ (y1 > y2 ∧ y1 − y2 ≤ 1)))
While the negation of Equation (8) is translated into:
(((x3 > x1 ∧ x3 − x1 ≤ 1) ∨ (x1 > x3 ∧ x1 − x3 ≤ 1))∧




















































































































































Figure 13. PTP model for the pedestrian’s behavior.



















































































































Figure 14. PTP model for the vehicle’s behavior.
The verification results for the proposed scenario are shown in Table 3 returned from
PRISM for Formula (9), which indicates information about the model generated for both
the pedestrian and the car and the chance of collision with every one of them under the
current motion plan.
Table 3. Verification results for the proposed scenario using PRISM model checker.
PTP Model States Transitions Choices Ver. Time Maximum Collision Probability
Pedestrian 1238 3884 3624 0.036 s 0.252
Car 659 2230 1960 0.019 s 0.003
All the computations in this work were carried out using two computers running
on Ubuntu OS version 16.04, first is equipped with (Intel core i7 CPU, 16 GB of RAM,
and GTX 1070 GPU) for simulation, perception, planning, and control systems and the
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second with (Intel core i7, 16 GB of RAM, and GTX 860 GPU) to run the agent code and the
verification platform.
8. Conclusions and Future Work
A new approach is presented for the verification of an agent-based decision-making
system for a self-driving vehicle. The approach considers both the design-time and run-
time verification. To contribute towards the open-source development of the self-driving
vehicles, a self-driving vehicle is presented in the simulation that is available in ROS and
the Gazebo Simulator.
A rational agent in a real traffic scenario usually faces a vast amount of situations with
related behavior rules. Many of these can be identified during the design stage. Remaining
scenarios, with possible probabilistic events in the environment, can then be handled by
run-time evaluations. Our approach is presented through a case study. The power of the
combination of the two verification tools can help the designer to eliminate any conflict
and redundancy in the agent predicates. Further, the verification tools can help to check
the agent rules for any possible instability or inconsistency with the benefit of obtaining a
counterexample when a faulty state has been reached.
The second stage of verification deals with the possible behavior of the traffic partici-
pants to determine the probability of success for the best AV action. A limited set of beliefs,
rules, and actions are presented to provide a proof of concept and to illustrate the proposed
platform. For higher levels of rationality, the agent could yet be equipped, during design
time, with a methodology for rules and predicates generation. Such a system would be
able to learn new driving scenarios for run-time verification by implementing a machine
learning approach.
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